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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The availability of very high intensity polarized electron beams at the present 
electron accelerators at MIT/BATES, MAINZ and TJNAF have opened up 
new possibilities to do experiments with polarized electrons and polarized 
targets[l]. The measurement of electron polarization, hadron polarization in 
the final state and the asymmetry in the angular distribution of final particles 
gives very valuable information about the hadron structure and the structure 
of neutral currents in weak interaction phenomenology. This provides a very 
useful tool to test our present status of the knowledge of Standard Model 
physics and to explore physics beyond the Standard Model[l-4]. 
There are many experiments which are currently going on in these labora-
tories and the preliminary unpublished results on the parity violating asym-
metries in electron scattering already indicate the possibility of interesting 
physics being explored beyond the Standard Model. The role of parity violat-
ing electron scattering experiments is important in making following studies: 
1. structure of Parity Violating Nucleon-Nucleon (NN) Potentials 
The NN potential in the strong interaction is parity conserving and has 
been discussed in great detail in the literature. The interest in the study 
of the parity violating NN potential is as old as the weak interaction itself 
but the progress in this field has been slow due to lack of experimental 
data on observables which can give information about these potentials. The 
early experimental results on the circular polarization of the photon in np 
capture (i.e., n + p —)• 7 + ci) processes and parity forbidden electromagnetic 
decays of some nuclei were used to determine these potentials[5-8]. On the 
theoretical side, one-boson exchange models of parity violating potentials in 
analogy with the parity conserving potential have been developed. These 
models use the parity violating couplings of the pseudoscalar and vector 
mesons to the nucleons. Many attempts have been made to derive these 
couplings by calculating W and Z exchanges between nucleons using a quark 
model for the structure of nucleons. A reasonable fit to the available data on 
parity violating observables determines the values of parity violating TTNN, 
pNN and uNN couplings. However, there is a lot of uncertainty in these 
couplings and more data on parity violating observables in various processes 
will be useful in determining these couplings[9-13]. The present experiments 
on parity violating processes in polarized electron scattering provide such 
information. 
2. Charge Form Factor of the Neutron G^[14-19] 
The information on the charge form factor of the neutron is obtained from 
electron-deuteron scattering and using theoretical models for the deuteron 
structure to extract information on G'^{Q'^). These models have theoretical 
uncertainties which make an accurate determination of G'^ .(Q''^ ) very (iifficult. 
This form factor can also be determined from the observation of the electron 
asymmetry in the elastic process or by observation of the neutron/proton 
asymmetries and polarizations in an elastic process. Since these asymme-
tries involve a difference of cross-section for left and right handed polarized 
electrons, the uncertainties due to deuteron structure cancel to a large extent 
and determination of G%{Q'^) is fairly accurate. Experiments of this type are 
already in very advanced stages at TJNAF, MAINZ and BATES laboratories 
and preliminary results are already available. The observation of asymme-
tries in the scattering of polarized electrons from nuclei like Lead(Pb) and 
other heavy nuclei can give information about the neutron distribution in 
the nucleus which is difficult to obtain otherwise. 
3. Transition Form Factors [20-24] 
The observation of parity violating effects in electron scattering in the 
A—resonance region gives information about the neutral current weak axial 
vector transition form factors for(Ar —>• A) transition which can be available 
through neutral current neutrino reactions which are presently not available. 
This information about weak interaction phenomenology can be obtained 
from the parity violating electron scattering experiments and is a very useful 
contribution of the study of these processes in the A-resonance region. 
4. Strangeness(ss) Component of the Nucleon[25-44] 
The observation of the EMC effect and other neutral current neutrino ex-
periments on nuclei have given evidence that there might exist strangeness(ss) 
component in the nucleon. The explanation of the proton spin crisis also in-
dicates the non-vanishing contribution of ss component of the nucleon in the 
nucleon spin. If ss component is present in the nucleon, then it may manifest 
itself in the weak and electromagnetic interaction of the neutrino and elec-
tron with the nucleon. This will affect the neutral current electroweak form 
factors. Therefore neutral current form factor will get an additional contri-
bution to the isoscalar component. This additional components are known 
as strangeness form factor i.e., electric form factor G^ (Q^), the magnetic 
form factor G^fJ{Q^) and the axial form factor G^^(Q^). There are many 
theoretical models proposed for G^E\Q'^), G^M{Q^) and G^^\Q'^). One of 
the aims of the present experimental physics program with u and e beams 
is to determine the strangeness form factors. There are many experiments 
being done with polarized electrons at various accelerators to observe elec-
tron asymmetries with nucleon and deuteron targets to determine these form 
factors. In particular, the SAMPLE experiments at BATES[40,41], A4 col-
laboration at MAINZ[42], GO and HAPPEX[43,44] experiments at TJNAF 
are very important experiments in this direction. 
In view of these advancements in the study of polarization physics with 
the electron beams, considerable effort has been made to calculate various 
polarization observables in electron scattering with nucleons and deuteron 
targets. 
There exist many calculations in literature which have been done for 
elastic and inelastic reactions[45-60] in many nuclear targets. In the present 
dissertation we have undertaken a review of the theoretical study of parity 
violating effects in electron-deuteron scattering. 
Parity violating effects in the electron deuteron scattering are due to two 
effects. 
1. The interference between the electromagnetic electron nucleon scat-
tering through photon exchange and the weak electron nucleon scattering 
through Z-exchange known as 7 - Z interference effect. 
2. The weak nucleon nucleon potential induces a small admixture of 
parity odd P-component in the deuteron wave function in addition to the S 
and D components. The electron scattering amplitude from the deuteron thus 
consists of the scattering amplitude from the parity even S and D components 
as well as the scattering amplitude for the scattering from the parity odd P 
components. The interference between these two amplitudes also gives parity 
violating effects known as hadronic parity violating effects. In case of inelastic 
scattering where deuteron is broken up into neutron and proton, a similar 
contribution arises due to parity admixed states in the final dinucleon state. 
These are expected to be small as compared to the 7 — Z interference effect 
in the electron scattering but are the main source of parity violating effects 
in J + d-^ n + p and n + p —> d + 7 reactions[60]. 
An attempt has been made in this dissertation to understand the basic 
physics underlying these two origins of the parity violating effects in elec-
tron deuteron scattering. To understand the physics of the first effect, we 
describe in Chapter 2, the Standard Model of electroweak interactions and 
discuss the Weinberg Lagrangian which determines the 7, W and Z couplings 
to the leptons and nucleons. To understand the physics of the second effect, 
we briefly review in Chapter 3, the parity conserving and parity violating 
nucleon-nucleon potentials in the one-boson exchange model and calculate 
the admixture of parity odd P-component in the wave function of deuteron. 
In Chapter 4, we describe the formahsm for the electron deuteron scattering 
and incorporate the parity violating contribution arising from Z exchange as 
well as due to the odd-parity mixing in the deuteron wave function due to 
the parity violating potentials. In this chapter we also present the expression 
for the parity violating asymmetry in inelastic as well as elastic ed scatter-
ing. Finally in Chapter 5, we present a review and discussion of the results 
presently available in literature. In this chapter we also describe the future 
plan for our work. Finally, some important and well-known results in this 
field of research are derived and presented in the Appendices A, B, C and D 
at the end of this dissertation. 
Chapter 2 
The Standard Model of 
Electroweak Interactions 
2.1 Phenomenological Theory Of 
Weak Interactions [61,62] 
2.1.1 The Fermi Theory 
In the Fermi theory of ^  decay, the process 
n^pe'Pe (2.1) 
was assumed to take place through a 'point' interaction as shown in Fig. (2.1). 
The (e~fe) pair plays the role given to the photon A*^ in Quantum Electro-
dynamics,i.e. 
A" -> ey^ue (2.2) 
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Figure 2.1: 
while the leptonic current is replaced by the nucleon current 
h^l -> p^^n (2.3) 
where 1, p and n denote the lepton, proton and neutron spinors respectively. 
Fermi assumed that the p decay interaction could be expressed as the product 
of these two weak currents, the charge-raising hadronic weak current j^{h) = 
p^'^n and the charge-lowering leptonic weak current j'^{l) — e^^Ve.: 
Mfi ~ -GF{Fy''n){eY^e) (2.4) 
where Gp is the weak 'Fermi'coupling constant and it's value is determined 
to be 1.03 X lO^^m"^ from the phenomenological studies of /? decay in nuclei. 
The Fermi interaction can be generalized by including all possible bilinear 
covariants in the lepton and nucleon currents instead of just the vector form. 
Then the transition matrix element can be written as 
A^/i~Eci(pC>*n)(eOVe) (2.5) 
t 
where iG {scalar{S), vector{V),tensor{T),axial vector (A), pseudoscalar{S)} 
and the c,- are arbitrary constants. 
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In 1956 it wcis suggested and subsequently experimentally demonstrated that 
nuclear ^ decay violates parity. Then the beta decay matrix element has tlie 
general form 
Experimentally, neutrinos and antineutrinos have a definite handedness, which 
means that cj = ± Q . Since the factor (1 — 7^) projects out left handed par-
ticle solutions and the neutrino is left-handed(with helicity -l),^ ^^ = —Cj and 
Mfi ~ ^Ci[p6 'n][e6 ' ( l - 75)^ e^] (2.6) 
2.1.2 The V-A Form of the Weak Current 
In ^  decay the pseudoscalar interaction(Oj = 7^) is negligible. Measurements 
of angular correlations between the electron and the recoil nucleus have shown 
that the interactions are V and A(Ot = 7*^  for V and 7'^ 7^ for A). If cy and 
CA are vector and axial vector coupling constants, 
Mfi = -^Wi^^v + c^7')n][e7/.(l - 75)i^ e] (2.7) 
The V-A theory considers all charged weak processes to be described by a 
point interaction for which 
M = ^{j,f^+3lf) (2.8) 
where j^, is a universal charged weak current with 
U=t + Jl (2-9) 
The leptonic part has a V-A form 
jl = H{i-l>i (2.10) 
for a lepton spinor / and the hadronic current is of the form 
Ji = Plt^icv + CAj^)n (2.11) 
If the charged hadronic weak current is expressed in terms of the quark model, 
then the neutron P decay at the quark level involves the transformation 
d —>• u 
and the corresponding component of the charged hadronic weak current is 
proportional to 
J7^(l - j^)u 
where u and d are up and down quark field operators. Note that for quarks, 
which are treated as elementary particles like leptons, cy = 1 and CA = —1. 
2.1.3 The Cabibbo Theory 
On the quark level, the /3 and A° decay processes are 
d -> ue-Ue {AS = 0) (2.12) 
and 
s -> ue-pe {AS = 1) (2.13) 
where A° decay involves a strangeness changing {AS = 1) weak current. The 
matrix element for these processes are 
Md-.u = ;^[«u7'^(l - l')^d][ueY{l - 7 ' )« .J (2.14) 
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Ms^u = -^[^ui'il - 'y')us][u,Y{l - 7 ' )u .J (2.15) 
with the same coupling constant g. However the decay rate for the AS" = 
1 process is ~ 20 times weaker than the AS = 0 one, which means that 
universality is violated for the quark states u, d and s. The Cabibbo theory 
resurrects universality by taking the weak interaction eigenstates not to be 
the same as the strong interaction eigenstates but their linear combinations 
/ „ \ 
u 
\d' ) 
u 
\ 
dcosdc + ssind, 
(2.16) 
w 
where is a quark 'weak isospin' doublet and 6(. is the Cabibbo angle 
which is experimentally determined to be ?a 13°. Taking 
9L = (1 - T ' ) u 
d! 
and 
r 
+ 
we have for the charge-changing current 
Jt{(i) ~ gqiT+qL-
Thus all AS = 1 currents are suppressed by a factor siri^Oc as 
(2.17) 
Jt{<l) ~ GpcosQc (2.18) 
for AS — 0 currents and 
for A 5 = 1 currents. 
'^t^q) ~ GpsinQc (2.19) 
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2.2 The Standard Model for Leptons[61,62] 
The phenomenological model as described above gave rise to divergences in 
higher orders in basic processes like v^- t scattering. Charged current weak 
processes as described above were supposed to be mediated by the exchange 
of charged bosons W^. The inclusion of W-boson exchange in interactions 
like v^ — e scattering solved the problem of a divergent cross-section but it led 
to further divergences in other reactions like neutrino-antineutrino scattering. 
Moreover, the isospin symmetry properties of the weak current needed a third 
component to make it an isotriplet current. This component will give rise to 
a neutral current like the electromagnetic current in the weak sector. Such a 
neutral current interaction was not present in the phenomenological theory. 
The isospin symmetry properties were restored and divergences were fixed 
nicely in the Standard Model of weak interactions as described below. 
In QED, the requirement of local gauge invariance, i.e. invariance of fields 
under the transformation 
^^^' = e'9^(^V(a;) (2.20) 
where A is a function of x; leads to the introduction of a gauge field Af^. 
This field A^ is the gauge field of the U{1) group and is associated with the 
physical photon field. The interaction between the Dirac particle and the 
electromagnetic field has the form 
-ej.A'^ (2.21) 
and the symmetry group is C/(1)Q where Q refers to the charge of the electron. 
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For the unified electroweak interaction, the gauge group is the 'product' 
SU{2)L X U{1)Y with generators T/^ and Y respectively where T^ ^ is the weak 
isospin and Y is the weak hypercharge. Local gauge invariance requires the 
introduction of gauge bosons W^(i=l,2,3) for SU{2)L and B^ for t/(l)y; and 
no mass terms for particles and fields. If g and g'/2 are coupling constants 
for 5[/(2)z,and U{1)Y, the leptonic interaction Lagrangian is obtained by 
requiring that the free field Lagrangian (neglecting non-invariant mass terms) 
£ = iL^^d^.L + iRj^d^R (2.22) 
is invariant under SU{2)L and t/(l)y local gauge transformations. For first 
generation leptons, L is the left-handed doublet 
(2.23) 
/ 
and R is the right-handed singlet 
1 
For SU{2)L: 
and U{1)Y 
R = eR = ^{l + l')e- (2.24) 
L{x) -^{l-igX{x).f)L{x) 
R-^ R (2.25) 
L{x) ^ [1 - i^X{x)Y]L{x) (2.26) 
R{x) -^ [1 - i^X{x)Y]R{x) (2.27) 
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where the 'weak isospin' T' is the generator of the group SU{2)i and the 
'weak hypercharge' Y generates the group U{1)Y. 
For this we introduce interactions into the theory by introducing gauge 
fields and making the replacement 
d^,-^d^ + igf.W^ + i^YB^ (2.28) 
and transform the gauge fields W^ and B^ as 
5^7(2)^ : 
W^^W^ + d^X{x)+gX{x)W^ 
B^ -> B^ (2.29) 
f/(l)y : 
W,-^W, 
B^-^B^ + d^X{x) (2.30) 
We have the gauge invariant electroweak Lagrangian 
C = L^,[id, - gf.W^ - ^YB,]L + Rj,[id, - ^YB,]R (2.31) 
+ kinetic energy terms for gauge fields. Consider the interaction part of the 
Lagrangian 
-gLj,f.W,L - ^Lj.YB^L - ^R^^YB.R. (2.32) 
It can be written as 
^if'^'- = -{gJliW; + ^ i j B , ) (2.33) 
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(where i=l,2,3), jl L'IS the lefthanded weak isospin triplet of currents and 
j^ i s the weak hypercharge current. Rewriting.the charged part of £,„j ' '^ '' in 
terms of the charged weak currents j ^ , where j ^ = jj, ± ijf, : 
ilWl + jlWl = ]t ' . ' + r, ' . ' (2.34) 
Define 
to obtain 
Wt = ^{Wl:^iWl) (2.35) 
The VK^  will correspond to the physical charged gauge bosons after mass 
generation. 
The neutral part of this Lagrangian is 
iCS:"^ "' = -gilwl - ^ J J B „ (2.37) 
where W^ and B^^ are still not physical gauge bosons but mathematical fields. 
Rotate W^ and B^^ by an empirical parameter Qy/ (the Weinberg angle)and 
diagonalize the Lagrangian by defining the linear combinations 
A^, = Bf^cosew + W^sinOw (2.38) 
Z^ = -B^sindw + W^cosOw (2.39) 
Inverting and substituting in C^^^'^^gives 
CneuLMp. ^ ^_gsinewjl - \oosQw2l)A^ + {-9cos9wjl + ^sinewj^)Z^. 
(2.40) 
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The first term can be identified with the electromagnetic interaction -ef^Af" 
provided 
gsinOw = g'cosOw — e. (2.41) 
The second term is the weak neutral current interaction. We use ?^ = 
2fJ^ - 2jl to rewrite it as 
- ^ K - -" '"- ir i^ , - - j ^ ^ r ^ " . (2.42) 
The weak neutral current is 
j ^ = Jl - sin^9wj;r (2.43) 
which connects the weak and electromagnetic currents. 
2.3 The Standard Model for Hadrons 
Universality of weak interactions requires that the structure of hadronic cur-
rents is the same as the leptonic form with the same weak coupling constant 
g. As in the case of /? decay, quark currents have the V-A form 
^ r ' ' ~ "-J'^^l - 7 ' K (2-44) 
where u, and u'^ are initial and final quark states. 
2.3.1 The GIM Mechanism 
Like the strangeness changing charged current, the strangeness changing 
hadronic neutral current is also suppressed but the magnitude of suppression 
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is much more than that expected from the Cabibbo hypothesis. Consider 
K^ and K^ decay. The charged current process 
K-^{us) -^ n+u^ (2.45) 
has the branching ratio of 63.51 ± 0.19 percent while the neutral current 
process 
Klids) -> /x+At~ (2-46) 
has the branching ratio of (7.3 ±0.4) x 10~^ percent. The form of the neutral 
current is 
J'{q)^9qlr{l-l')rzq (2.47) 
where 
(l 0 \ 
r3 = (2.48) 
The couplings of ^° to the u,d and s quarks according to Cabibbo theory are 
given by: 
J°{q) ~ uu — d'd' = uu — ddcos^Oc — sssin^Oc — {sd + sd)sin6cCos9c (2.49) 
(where we have omitted factors of 7*^ (1 — 7^)). This gives a decay rate 
proportional to sinOcCosOc for the A5 = 1 process, which is much greater 
than the observed rate. 
The GIM Mechanism introduces a new 'charm' quark c and the "second 
generation' doublet : 
; (2.50) 
s' / V scosOc — dsinOc 
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Then the additional couplings mean that the complete neutral current is 
J\q)^uu-d'd' + cc-s's' (2.51) 
= uu + cc- {dd+ ss)cos^9c - [ss + dd)sin}ec + {sd + sd-sd- sd)cos9cSinec 
= uu — dd — ss + cc (2.52) 
which has no strangeness-changing terms. Thus according to the GIM Mech-
anism, there are no flavour-changing neutral currents. 
The decay K^ -^ /^ """M" also has a possible second order diagram in-
volving W+ and W~ bosons. Here also the GIM mechanism introduces an 
extra diagram involving the c quark which suppresses the rate to what is 
experimentally observed. 
The Cabibbo-GIM scheme was extended by Kobayashi and Maskawa to 
three quark generations by including the top(t) and bottom(b) quarks. The 
weak interaction eigenstates now consist of three weak isospin doublets : 
and are related to the strong interaction eigenstates by a 3 x 3 mixing matrix 
called the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. 
2.4 Generation of Masses 
In the model presented above, the gauge fields Wfj, and B^ are massless, 
making this interaction long range, which is not the case. Phenomenologically 
weak interactions are short range which requires that these vector mesons be 
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massive. Mass generation was achieved by the Higgs mechanism. In this 
section we describe the process. The gauge invariant electroweak Lagrangian 
was seen to have the form 
(2.53) 
where the last two terms are 'kinetic energy' terms for the gauge fields with 
B^^u = d^B, - d^B^. (2.54) 
As required by local gauge invariance of the electroweak interaction under 
SU{2)L and U{1)Y transformations, this Lagrangian has no mass terms. 
However, except the photon, the physical gauge bosons W^ and Z" are 
massive, mw ~ SlGeV and mz — 9lGeV. The Higgs mechanism is a math-
ematical procedure which 'breaks' or 'hides' the symmetry of the Lagrangian 
and gives rise to.the required masses for the gauge boson and fermion fields. 
In this model, we introduce four real scalar fields and group them into a 
weak isospin doublet with Y=l : 
* 
^ . N 
V2 I 03 + ,^, 
where (^ ^ and (j)° have electric charges Q = +1 and 0 respectively. These 
fields have the Lagrangian 
£1 = V^(f>^V>'(l) - ii^<f>^(j) - \{(t>^f (2.56) 
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which is invariant under SU{2) x U{1) transformations. Here 
V^ = id^ - gf.W^ ~ ^YB^. (2.57) 
Add Ci to the electroweak gauge invariant Lagrangian £. 'Spontaneously' 
break the symmetry by choosing a value for the vacuum i.e. a specific direc-
tion in SU{2) space 
*" = 7l(!) <'•''> 
(which is one of the values where the potential has a minimum) and expand 
about the vacuum by making a gauge transformation : 
\ 1 ( 0 
Six) = 4= 
V2 \^  y + H(x) J 
(2.59) 
where H(x) is the (real) Higgs field. Substituting the value of </)(a;) in Ci 
gives 
C = ^(a,F)^-At;2/f2+^(W^;iyi ' '+VF^^W'^^)+^(9l^3_^,5^)(^p^3._^,5.) 
+ higher order terms + kinetic energy terms for the W and B fields. 
(2.60) 
(where /i^ < 0 and A > 0). We had earlier introduced the linear combinations 
A^ = B^cosOw + W^sin9w (2.61) 
Z^ = -Bf,sin9w + W^cosOw (2.62) 
where tanOw = g/g'- In terms of these we get the form of the free Standard 
Model Lagrangian 
20 
>C = \{dM - Xv-'H' 
2 2 
1 2 
4 o 
-\{d^A, - d,A^){d''A'' - d'A'^) (2.63) 
Thus the 0 fields have been 'gauged away' and we have obtained mass 
terms for the Higgs hoson{Tnjf{ = v2Xv^), two W bosons(miy = |^^)) ^ 
Z boson(mz = \\/g'^ + g''^v = -^g-) and for the photon rrij — 0. 
The Higgs particle couples to fermions and quarks whose masses are also 
generated by the Higgs mechanism. 
2.5 The Standard Model Lagrangian and 
Couplings 
The standard electroweak lagrangian is therefore described as follows, with 
various terms showing the interactions. 
C = —-W^i .^W''^ '' —-•B i^/B'^ '^  W^, Z°, 7 kinetic energies and self—interactions 
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+Lj^(id^ — -T.Wfj, — —YB^)L fermion kinetic energies and their 
+R-f^{id^ - ^YBf,)R interactions with W"^, Z° and 7 
+ l(^^M~9'^-^;i~"^^^M)';^P~^(^) ''TT'dSses and couplings of the W^, Z° and Higgs 
•{g\L(j)R + g2L(f)R + /i.e.) fermion masses and couplings to Higgs 
(2.64) 
A similar lagrangian is obtained, when the quarks are incorporated in place of 
leptons by replacing the SU{2) x U{1) multiplets of leptons L = 
i/R with the quark multiplets 
\ 
9L= I M ,9/^  = 4 , "", ,4 , \ I , 4 (2-65) 
for all the three generations. Similar interaction lagrangians for quark in-
teraction with W^,Z and 7 bosons are obtained when L in Eqn.(2.64) is 
replaced by q^, and R is replaced by qn as defined in Eqn.(2.65). 
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Chapter 3 
Nucleon-Nucleon Potentials 
In this chapter we describe very briefly the parity conserving and parity vi-
olating nucleon-nucleon potentials in section 3.1 and 3.2. In section 3.3 we 
outline the method to calculate the parity violating P wave admixture in 
deuteron arising due to presence of parity violating nucleon-nucleon poten-
tials coming from weak interactions. 
3.1 Parity Conserving Nucleon-Nucleon Po-
tential in One-Boson Exchange Model [63-
71] 
In present day nuclear physics, the nucleon-nucleon interaction is seen not 
as a basic interaction of nature but as an 'effective representation' of the 
fundamental color interaction between quarks. Quantum chromodynamics. 
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which describes the color interaction is non-perturbative in the low energy 
regime and is thus extremely difficult to use in the nuclear domain. Therefore 
'effective potential models' like meson exchange models have been used to 
describe the nucleon-nucleon force. 
Traditionally the 'nuclear force' is divided into three regions : long range 
(r > 2/m), intermediate range(attractive, 1/m < r < 2/m) and short 
range(repulsive, r < 1/m). 
The initial attempts to construct nucleon-nucleon potentials were phe-
nomenological. In the late 50's, the deuteron data and phase shift analysis 
of nuclear polarization data were used to construct these 'realistic' poten-
tials. These phenomenological potentials (like the Hamada-Johnston po-
tential [64]) have a short range part, an one-pion-exchange tail and a non-
central(tensor and/or spin-orbit) part. The potentials were further improved 
in the 60's due to NN scattering and phase shift data. Reid[66] constructed 
separate potentials for each set of partial waves. 
In these models the intermediate range attraction is given phenomeno-
logically. This is given as a sum of Yukawa functions in the Reid poten-
tials [66] and as the exchange of various mesons in the Bonn group one-boson-
exchange(OBE) potentials[68]. In the Argonne and Urbana potentials[69], 
the NN interaction is given as the sum of a one-pion exchange part, an in-
termediate range two-pion-exchange part and a repulsive short range part. 
In some models A degrees of freedom are also included. The use of disper-
sion theory led to the developement of Paris potential[70,71]. In the Paris 
potential the long and intermediate range parts are completely determined 
from a dispersive treatment of 2TT exchange and TTN phase shifts. Later A 
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contributions were also included. We will briefly describe the Paris and Bonn 
potentials as an illustration of the general procedure which is used to obtain 
a realistic phenomenological potential. 
3.1.1 The Paris Potential[70,71] 
The interaction region is divided by the Paris group into three domains : 
long range, intermediate range and short range. The short range part of the 
NN interaction is parameterized and fit to the data. A theoretical meson 
exchange potential is taken in the medium and long range parts of the in-
teraction.The contribution from meson exchange is of three types- single IT 
exchange, 2-K exchange through resonant(/9-exchange) and non-resonant part 
and STT exchange (mediated primarily by UJ exchange). The method relies on 
the fact that the scattering matrix is an analytic function of the relativistic 
invariants which characterize the scattering. In the Paris potential the 27r 
exchange diagrams are calculated by suitably subtracted dispersion relations 
from the empirical TTN amplitudes and the dominant S and P-wave phase 
shifts of the ir — N interaction. 
In the next stage a 'complete' Paris potential is written. This is the sum of 
the theoretical part and a phenomenological part for the short range region 
together with a weighing function f(r) 
v{r, E) = VtHeoir, E)f{r) + V^^enir, E)[l - f{r)] (3.1) 
where E is the center of mass energy of two nucleons and fir) = ^^,^K 
"•' J \ / l+(xrj° 
with X — 1.25/m~^ and a = 10. This choice of parameters makes sure that 
for r > Ifm potential is essentially given by Vtkeo{r,E). Vtheo{r,E) and 
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Vphen{r,E) both have central(C), spin-orbit(SO), spin-spin(SS), tensor(T) 
and quadratic spin-orbit components(S02). It is found that the central and 
SO terms in Vtheo had almost linear energy dependence, while the spin, tensor 
and S02 terms are essentially energy independent. Thus the theoretical 
potential can be written as 
Vtheoir, E) « Utheo{r) + £V^(fteo(r) (3.2) 
where W=0 for spin-spin, tensor and {L.SY terms. The phenomenological 
potentials were then chosen to have a linear energy dependence as the theo-
retical terms. The Paris group parametrized the phenomenological potential 
as 
V,nen{r,E) = C{r) + EC'{r) (3.3) 
In the first attempt C and C" were taken to be independent of r. Thus the 
potential is written as 
v{r, E) = U{r) + EW{r) (3.4) 
where 
U{r) = UtUr)f{r) + C(l - / ( r )) (3.5) 
W{r) = WtHeo{r)f{T) + C'(l - fir)) (3.6) 
C being zero for SS, T, SO and S02 components. t)(r, £')therefore con-
tains six free parameters each for SS, T, SO and S02 isospin states 7 = 0 and 
/ = 1. These are determined by fitting various data on two nucleon systems 
like deuteron properties and nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts and are 
tabulated in literature[71]. 
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3.1.2 The Bonn Potential[68] 
The Bonn potential arose from attempts to obtain the NN potential from 
One-Boson exchange using quantized field theory for interacting fields rep-
resented by Feynman diagrams. This perturbation approach can be used for 
the nuclear force because 
1. Contributions of increasing order are of shorter and shorter range. 
2. For the long and intermediate range, there is only a finite number of con-
tributing diagrams. 
3. The short range part of the force, which cannot be described well by 
meson exchange is treated partly phenomenologically by introducing vertex 
form factors to incorporate the extended hadron structure. The short range 
part is not significant in nuclear physics as it is phenomenology is 'masked' 
behind a repulsive wall. First consider the One-Boson exchange contribution 
to the NN interaction. In the Bonn approach, this is evaluated from the first 
order Feynman diagram shown in Fig.(3.1). 
Figure 3.1: 
The nucleons are taken to be on mass-shell and energy is conserved. The 
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interaction lagrangian for a vertex i(i=l,2) is 
£ = 9^i>^i^P(f>c (3.7) 
where ip is the nucleon and 0Q the intermediate meson field operator. The 
interaction Fj depends on the properties of the exchanged meson. We can 
write the transition amplitude 
9lUlQ)^\M^Pa92V'2{-Q'W2U2{~^ /o o\ 
where incoming and outgoing nucleons are represented by Dirac and adjoint 
Dirac spinors and the meson propagator is 
^" (3.9) f -ml 
where FQ is factor which depends upon the nature of the exchanged meson. 
For a pseudoscalar meson field, the interaction lagrangian is written as 
^Pi = 9psi^il5i^(f>ps (3.10) 
Then we can write for the momentum space potential 
In the non-relativistic approximation using the form for the Dirac spinors 
B+M 
and 
-'(«') = f - ^ ( ^ - # ^ ) ''•"' 
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Also defining 
k = ^-q, P^\{^ + q) (3.14) 
we obtain 
pa 
Performing the Fourier transform into coordinate space yields the coordinate 
space potential 
where 
'S'i2(^) = 3ai.fa2.r - 01.02 
is the tensor operator. This gives a weak spin-dependent central force and a 
strong tensor force. For the isovector pion the pseudoscalar lagrangian has 
to be extended to 
>Cps = gpsi^h^r.tpcpps (3.17) 
For vector mesons(p, uj),(f)a = <^(J and the interaction lagrangian is written 
as 
C. = -9vh,W. - ^^^""^(^^ ' / ' i r^ - '5.</'J'^ ) (3.18) 
The coordinate space potential is calculated to be 
V^{r) = ^ [ 1 - L . 5 | ^ { - i - + T - ^ } ] ^ (3.19) 
An 2M^ myT [myry r 
which gives a strong repulsive central force and a strong spin-orbit force. 
In the Bonn potential scalar and tensor couplings are also considered. The 
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potential is built up from contributions of the mesons n, a, p and u. For 
each isospin state the operator structure is assumed to be 
V{r) = Vc{r) + VT{r)Sn + Vis{r)L.S (3.20) 
where Voir) is the strength of the central potential, V^(r) is the strength of 
the tensor potential and VLS{T) is the strength of the spin-orbit(SO) poten-
tial. 
The contributions of the various mesons are 
1. Pseudoscalar(7r, r/) : weak spin-spin and strong tensor force. 
2. Scalar(cr, 5) : strong attractive central and weak spin orbit force. 
3. Vector(u;,p) : strong repulsive central, tensor force and strong spin-orbit 
force. 
4. Tensor(a;,p) : weak spin-spin force and tensor force. i 
As in the case of Paris potential, here also we have separate potentials for 
the isospin states 7 = 0 and 7 = 1 . The potentials outlined in this chapter 
are used to calculate the deuteron wave function. These wave functions are 
available in literature[68]. We plan to use them in our calculations. 
3.2 Parity Violating Nucleon-Nucleon Poten-
tial in One-Boson Exchange Mo del [5-8,12] 
An year after the discovery of parity violating effects in ^ decay, the existence 
of a first order parity violating nucleon-nucleon interaction V^'^ with an esti-
mated order of magnitude V^^^'IV^" - Gm\^ « l^-\vFermi ~ 250Mey), 
where V"" is the parity conserving interaction strength was predicted. 
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The hadronic weak interaction is accessible only when a symmetry prin-
ciple forbids the occurence of the strong and electromagnetic interactions. 
However, for neutral current contributions the Standard Model predicts that 
flavor nonconserving {AS = 1,AC = 1) effects are strongly suppressed by 
the GIM mechanism. Thus the neutral weak current interaction can only be 
studied in flavour-conserving processes, of which the NN interaction is the 
single accessible example. 
In analogy with the strong nucleon-nucleon interaction, we assume a one-
boson-exchange model for the weak NN interaction. 
Figure 3.2: 
Here one of the two meson-nucleon vertices is weak and parity-violating (g) 
while the other is strong • as shown in Fig.(3.2). The interaction is then 
characterized by the weak coupling constants of the parity violating vertex. 
In contrast to the strong interaction case, isospin is not conserved and thus 
a single meson can have many parity violating couplings. 
The number of possible scalar and pseudoscalar meson exchanges is re-
stricted by CP invariance, as stated by Barton's theorem[72]. This forbids 
any coupling between neutral scalar and pseudoscaIar(J=0) mesons and on-
shell nucleons. To show this consider the most general pseudoscalar NNTT^ 
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interaction hamiltonian 
C r -
Hps^"" = -^J Wi^N^N(l> + biPivY^Nd^cj) + cxl>Na^"'iPi,df,d,(j)]d'r (3.21) 
where (f) is the pseudoscalar(7r°) field and a, b, c are arbitrary constants. 
Since 7r° -^ 77 is allowed, ^ is even under C. Thus the first term is CP 
odd which implies the coefficient a must be zero. On partial integration of 
the second term it becomes —hd^{iiNl^'^N)^ which is zero due to current 
conservation. For the third term, two partial integrations transform it to the 
form a^^dfiduipN which vanishes as a'^'^ is antisymmetric. 
For charged pions, the amplitude from W exchange is suppressed by a 
Cabibbo factor of sm^^c- This can be shown by again considering the general 
pseudoscalar hamiltonian (the pions are represented by pseudoscalar fields 
+cipN(7^"'T-^i)Nd^d^(l)- + c''{pNa'"'T-i)Nd^d:,(}>+)d^r (3.22) 
Here b, b', c, d are zero as earlier. For H to be CP even, the o and a' terms 
together should be C odd. This implies a + a' = 0. Therefore 
Fp^'^^ a ^ I V;(r+(^ _ - r_<?i+)VrfV (3.23) 
This has |A/ | = 1. Now selection rules for the isovector current-current 
interaction permit |A/ | = 2,0 only. Thus charged current TT* exchange is 
dominated by the isospinor current interaction (Jvy^^w + JwJw with \AS\ = 
1,1 A/1 = 1), and this is suppressed by a factor sin^Oc-
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We will now determine the effective parity violating NN potential for 
our OBE model(Fig.3.2). For single TT, p and u exchange the strong vertex is 
representedby the interaction Hamiltonian HMNN (where M is the exchanged 
meson) 
+9JN{I^ + i^<y,udn€i^N (3.24) 
where Xs = —0.12 and Xv = 3.7. The weak vertex is parametrized as 
+Mhl€ + hlrMl.l^^N - K'^i'N-^j^ir x ^ .h'i^N (3.25) 
where cj).^, <f)p (j)^ are the meson field operators. The pion coupling is purely 
isovector and is conventionally written as /^. h^ is the NNV {V = p,u) 
coupling with isospin I. 
The weak and strong vertices are then combined to give the transition 
amplitude and the effective potential. For nucleon momenta fci and /c2 where 
k = ki — k2 and P = ^{ki + ki), the pion exchange amplitude in the nonrel-
ativistic approximation is (Appendix-A) 
The Fourier transform gives the (first order) potential 
9-nNN r 
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g-rii^r 
where 
and we have added the contribution from the exchange diagram. The details 
are given in Appendix-A. 
Similarly working out the p and u> exchange contributions leads to the 
effective parity violating nucleon-nucleon potential[5-8] 
rrPV ./TT^TTAW (ri X f2)^ ^ . rPl-P2 r f ^^ 
-9phyi.T2 + h''- —^ + h 
^9php n (^1 + ^0-[ o;i^ ' /p(^)i (3-28) 
This potential contains seven unknown coupling constants. The theoret-
ical determination of these parameters do not agree with each other. We 
give in the following table two sets of values as determined by Desplanques 
et al[9] and Kaiser et al[ll], taken from B.Desplanques[73]. 
K K K K ^l K K 
DDH[9| AS -11.4 -0.2 -9.5 -1.9 -1.1 0 
KM[11] 0.2 -3.7 -0.1 -3.3 -6.2 -1.1 -2.2 
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Many suggested improvements to the description of parity violating NN 
forces have not succeeded in modifying significantly the single meson ex-
change picture. In many cases they just lead to a renormalization of the 
weak couplings. 
3.3 Two-Nucleon Wave Fact ions 
3.3.1 The Deuteron Wave Function 
The deuteron wavefunction has a S-wave and a D-wave part. The parity 
conserving (undistorted) wavefunction has S-wave(L=0) and D-wave(L=2) 
components, where L is the angular momentum with projection M. The 
parity operator P has the eigenvalue 
P\LM >= {-1)^\LM > (3.29) 
which is positive for L=0,2. The total angular momentum J and spin S are 
both 1 with projections mj and 7715. The isospin wavefunction is 
\TMT > = 100 > . (3.30) 
If Pd is the deuteron momentum, the parity conserving deuteron wavefunction 
is 
|lmd) = V^r(f,R) = e'^^yo > Y: i'^'^^yTL'Ar) (3.31) 
L-0,2 ^ 
with the spherical harmonics 
yTiAr) = yTiAr) = " . S s < Lmams\lma > YLM,{r)Xims (3-32) 
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and the spin functions 
Xims = [ x ' / ' x x ' / ' L , - (3.33) 
The radial functions are taken to be 
Uo{r) = E ae~^^^'\ (3.34) 
1 2 
U2{r) = S Ae-"^'('-Hl + — + r ^ ) (3-35) 
with the normalization 
E roo /•  
0,2 / t/rn^(r) = 1. (3.36) 
Jo 
The normalization for \P > is 
< P\P' >= {2Trf 5\p- P) (3.37) 
Taking < p|p' > = S^{p — p'), the Fourier transform of ip^'-^{f,R) given in 
Eqn.(3.31) is 
^ r ( P , ^ ) = ( ^ /^ '^ /^ '^^- ' •^^•^^e- '^«^r( r .^) (3.38) 
= (27r)^/2^^(P _ p^)|oo >^g^ udP)yrL'A{p) (3-39) 
where _ 
/
2 f°° 
- / drrui{r)ji{pr) (3.40) 
TT JO 
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3.3.2 P-Wave Mixing in Deu te ron wave Function[57] 
To describe parity violation in the deuteron, the hamiltonian H is written 
as a sum of two parts, a strong(parity conserving) component /f° and a 
weak(parity violating) component H'. 
H^H^ + H' (3.41) 
If the parity violating Hamiltonian H' « H^, then the eigenfunctions con-
sist of a dominant part with a definite parity, the normal part, and a small 
fraction with the opposite parity. Thus the deuteron wavefunction can be 
written as 
\d >= \(f > +\d' > (3.42) 
where \d > satisfies the time-independent Schrodinger equation 
H\d>=E\d> (3.43) 
The undistorted wavefunction \(f > is an eigenfunction of i7°, the strong 
part of the Hamiltonian 
i7°|d° >= ^ V >= ^ B I ^ > (3.44) 
where EB is the deuteron binding energy ~ 2.2 MeV. Using first order per-
turbation theory, the admixed parity violating component |d' > is given by 
where the second order term H'\d' > has been neglected. 
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The energy is the expectation value 
E=<d\H\d> (3.46) 
= < (f\H^\(f > + < d'^lHy > (3.47) 
+ < d'\H^\d^ > + < d^\H'\d° > +(2"'' order terms) (3.48) 
= EB + (2""^  order terms) (3.49) 
Thus the difference E -EB is of second order only and can be neglected. For 
the undistorted hamiltonian in the lab frame, 
Hlc = K + V where K + p^p/2M (3.50) 
Using Eqn.(3.47) we can write the perturbed wavefunction 
Recall Eqn.(3.40). Thus for V^^: 
^ r ( P , ^ ) - j ^ J d'r j d'Re-'^~'e-^^M''{r.R) 
With the deuteron(unperturbed) wavefunction this gives 
= S\P- P")E-fftM I''"'' I ''"<^"""''""'('-)l»» > ? ''pTi'., (3.53) 
Now we have to operate the parity violating potential V^^^ Eqn.(3.30) on the 
deuteron wavefunction. 
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•Isospin P a r t 
The deuteron wavefunction has the isospin structure 
\TMT >= |00 >= 4=(|l/2 > 1172 > -1172 > |l/2 >) (3.54) 
The isospin terms in the parity violating potential V^^ are of the form 
(n X T2)z, (n + -ra) ,^ 3ri,^r2,z - fi.T2, and {n - f2)z (3-55) 
Operating these on the deuteron wavefunction gives 
. ( n XTVj), 
2 
in + r2) 
|00 > = |10 > 
|00 > = 0 
2 
fi.falOO >= -3|00 > 
(3ri, ,r2,,- 'r i .f2) |00>=0 
(TI - fa) 
2 
where we have used the step-up and down operators 
|00 > = |10 > (3.56) 
Til = TV^Ti = = F ^ ( T X ± iTy), To = T, (3.57) 
with the expectation values 
T±\tmt >= ^J{t^mt){t±mt + l)\t, mt ± 1 > 
To\tmt >= 2Tnt\tmt > (3.58) 
Tx, Ty and Tz are Pauli matrices. 
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•Space-Spin P a r t 
Now consider the spin operators in Vj^^. They are of the form (Ji x 
^2), (<?i + ^2), {^i — 02)- Denoting the spin part by E, the spin-angular part 
of Eqn.(3.30) becomes 
|rfQ,e-'P"-E.r3^[l';i(f), ^ = 0,2. (3.59) 
First take E = ai + a2- In spherical coordinates, 
4 = JY^imir), where i = 0,±l (3.60) 
and the scalar product 
t.Y, =§ {-ir^mY,,-m (3.51) 
Thus 
= J— rr.tins< Lmz,lm5|lmd > YI^M^T) V (-l) '"E^yi,_^(f)xims (3-62) 
V *^ 
where m = 0, ± 1 . Using S±i = =F\/2E± and EojS'ms > = 27715157715 > where 
ms can be 0, ±1 ; 
? {-\TY,^-m{r)^mXl,ms 
v^yu(r)S-Xi,ms (3.63) 
= >^io[(0)(EoXio)5msO+(l)(SoXii)5m5i+(-2)Xi,-i<5ms,-i]+v/2ri,-i[\/2xii(5^sO 
if^msO + \ / 2 X l 0 ^ m s l ] (3 .64 ) 
7^7151 X l , - l ^ m s , - l )] + Vl - l(Xll(^msO + XlO<5ms,-l) (3-65) = 2[yio(xi 
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Thus 
(ai+a2).f3^rLli(0 
= W— mtins< LmLlmsllmd > YiM^ir) 
V *J 
•2 [F io (Xl l5ms l - Xl , - l<^ms,- l ) ] + yi-\{XnSmsO + XlO^ms-l) (3-66) 
Similarly 
[^ Y 
< LmLlmsllmd > YLM^ir) 
V ^ 
•2[Fio(5 s^O + Yn^msi + 5 i^,-i<5ms,-i]Xoo (3.67) 
Also the di x (72 term gives 
(^1 X a2).r3^rz,':i(0 = i(^i - ^2).r3^rL':i(r) (3.68) 
Now in the spin-angle part of eq.(3.56) 
J dQre''''''^.fyrL',i{f) (3.69) 
(for L=0,2) the integration over the Y{r) functions gives constant coefficients 
and we combine the remaining Y{p) and x functions to get 
JdQre-''''{ff, + B,).ryrj^^^,{f) = 4^i-'h{pr){-^)iV2)'^^'yn:Ap) (3-70) 
/ dfi,e-'^"-^>i - ff2).fyTL'Af) = 47ri-Vi(pO(-^)(v^)^/ '3^ito(P) (3-71) 
for L=0,2. Now defining 
/
2 r°° 
- / drruL{r)JL{pr) (3.72) 
TT Jo 
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eq.(3.56) gives, after substituting V\^ '^ 
^r^(p,^) = {2i^f'H\p - p,)[|io > TO(p)^inp) + |oo > yT,%{P)u\\p)] 
(3.73) 
which is antisymmetric as required by the Pauli principle : (—)^ +5'+'^  = —\ 
where the radial functions are given by 
"^ ^^ ^ - Es- py2M ySM ,%' ^"^^^ ^/2 
[ K + lw{r) - 2<(r) ] - g.h'i j dre-"''''h{pr){m, + ^W{r) (3.74) 
and 
/dre-"^ '"- j i (pr)[(mp+^)-2<(r)]-35p/i ;( l+X.)/rfre-^^ii(pr)(m,+i)«z,(r) 
-5w^" / c?re-"^"'"ii(pr)[(m, + ^)uL(r) - 2tx'Jr)] 
+5.^° (1 + Xs) jdTe-"'-'h{pT){m^ + J)ui,(r) (3.75) 
A numerical evaluation of these wave functions has been done by Kuster and 
Arenhovel[57] and we show in Fig.(3.3) these wave functions along with the 
S and D wave functions for comparision. 
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Fig.3.3: The deuteron wave functions in momentum space, (a) S and D wave 
functions corresponding to L=0(solid curve) and L=2(dotted curve), (b) and 
(c) P wave functions u^ ^ and u°^(solid curve), where contributions from S-
wave(dash-dotted) and D-wave(dotted) are shown separately. P-wave com-
ponent has been calculated using /^ = 12, /i° = —30, h\ = —0.5, h? = -25 , 
hi = - 5 and hi -3[57]. 
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3.3.3 Nucleon-Nucleon Continuum Wave Functions 
The two nucleon states in the inelastic reaction e + d^e + n + p consist 
of neutrons and protons. These states can be isosinglet or isotriplet denoted 
by |00 > and |10 > in the isospin state. Since the neutral current operator 
has isosinglet (vector current) and isotriplet (vector and axial current) pieces 
both states are possible in the final state. Due to antisymmetry of the wave 
functions, the space-spin part will therefore consist of spin triplet (s = 1, mg) 
and spin singlet (s = 0,0) pieces. The wave function for the final state is 
therefore written as 
1/ > = \Pc,sm, > 
where Pc is relative momentum of the two nucleons in their center of mass 
and \sms > can be singlet |00 > and triplet jlmj > state. The space and 
spin part of the wave function is therefore written as: 
Using 
e'^'-' - Y.i'y/^M2uT)ji{pcr)Yio{r) (3.76) 
I 
where p^ as quantization axis. 
e'P^-'\sms> = Yi'^fi7T{2i^)ji{pcr)Yio{f)\srns> 
^zV47r(2/ + l ) ; , (Pcr )E 1 l^^i > 
i jruj y 0 rUs rrij 
I s j 
= ^ z ' v ^ 6 , ( P c r ) ^ ' ^ \jm,> (3.77) 
ijm \ 0 m j nij J 
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where I = \/2/ + 1 and ji{pc''') denotes the two nucleon states without fi-
nal state interactions. If final state interactions are taken into account the 
structure of these states will become more complicated as we has to solve an 
appropriate Schrodinger equation in the relevant (Ij) state using a relative 
two nucleon potential for the wave function ipij{r) and use the solution ^;j(r) 
in place oi ji{pcr) for the radial wave function in Eqn.(3.77). 
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Chapter 4 
Parity Violating Effects in ed 
Interactions 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we present the basic formalism for calculating the parity 
violating asymmetry, in inelastic as well as in elastic electron-deuteron scat-
tering. The contribution to the asymmetry arising due to the odd-parity 
component in the deuteron induced by the parity violating potential calcu-
lated in the one-boson-exchange approximation has been included in addition 
to the Z exchange contribution. 
The deuteron is a spin 1 particle, therefore, even in the elastic case, there 
are many polarization observables. For example, with the unpolarized elec-
tron beam and polarized deuteron target, the target polarization asymmetry 
can be observed. In the case of scattering with unpolarized electron and 
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unpolarized deuteron target, a vector polarization of the deuteron can be 
induced. When the electron beam is polarized the asymmetries with respect 
to the polarization of the electron can be observed. 
In case of inelastic reactions when the deuteron is broken up into pro-
ton and neutron, various polarization observables associated with the final 
nucleon polarization can also be observed in addition to the electron polar-
ization asymmetries. It should be mentioned that here we are discussing only 
the parity violating asymmetries. There are parity conserving asymmetries 
also present in the transverse polarizations of the electron and nucleons. 
Many calculations of these asymmetries have been done in past. In this 
dissertation we discuss only the polarized electron asymmetries with unpolar-
ized deuteron targets and derive the relevant expressions for this asymmetry. 
The numerical evaluations of these asymmetries will be done in future. 
This asymmetry arises due to two sources : 
1. Z-exchange diagrams giving rise to vector and axial current contribu-
tion which gives parity violating contribution through its interference with 
the parity conserving photon exchange diagrams. The basic couplings to 
calculate these couplings are discussed in Chapter 2. 
2. The parity violating NN potential introduces an odd-parity P wave 
component in the deuteron and transition to these states gives rise to parity 
violating asymmetries through it's interference with the parity conserving 
transition matrix elements. The odd parity P component admixture in the 
wave function of the deuteron is calculated in Chapter 3. 
In this chapter we describe the general formalism for electron deuteron scat-
tering in Section 4.1 and take up the individual cases of in elastic and inelastic 
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scattering in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
4.2 Formalism for ed Scattering 
The invariant matrix element for the processes 
e + d ^ e + d, e + d^e + n + p (4.1) 
contains contributions from 7 and Z exchange as shown in Figs.(4.1) and 
(4.2) and in the lowest order is given by[57] 
^ = ^/*-'}2. + ^^ G«''"*-'f.,. (4.2) 
Figure 4.1: 
Figure 4.2: 
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Here e is the elementary charge coupling and is related to the fine struc-
ture constant a as a = e^/Air. Gp is the Fermi constant 
^^ - micos^dw ^ ^  ^ 
where g is the electroweak coupling constant and 9w is the Weinberg angle 
with e = gsinOw j ^ ^ ^ ^ and J^2' ' denote the lepton and hadron currents. 
The leptonic currents j^'^^'^ and j ^ ^ ^ * * are 
/T)M = u{k')Yu{k) (4.4) 
/ ^ ) ' ' = u(fc')7'^ (5„ + 5a7')t^(fc) (4.5) 
where 
Qy = - 1 / 2 + 2sin^ew (4.6) 
9a = 1/2 (4.7) 
and the hadronic matix element J^^^ is defined as 
JK, = {f\J',''\i) (4-8) 
where \i) is the initial deuteron state and | / ) is the final deuteron state in 
the case of elastic scattering and a general two nucleon state in the case of 
inelastic scattering. We calculate the square of the matrix element given in 
Eqn.(4.2) with polarised electrons and polarised deuterons and write it in 
terms of the density matrices of the electrons and deuterons. We denote the 
initial electron and deuteron polarizations by the density matrices p^ and p^. 
Then the square of the matrix element ]C|-A^p as calculated from Eqn.(4.2) 
is written in the form: 
E\M\'-C^M^.'Kh)wir^''''{p') 
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(4.9) 
where h is the degree of longitudinal electron polarization. It should be noted 
that the last term is very small and is neglected. However we keep this term 
in the formalism for the sake of completeness. 
Here the leptonic tensors //^ ^^  are defined for lepton /(/= electron in this case) 
as 
4 = 2m^  ^ j f ;i/p^ (4.10) 
spin 
i=7, Z and j j , ; ^ are defined in Eqns.(4.4)and(4.5).These are explicitly writ-
ten as 
ri^;^j\h) ^ r^ll{h) (4.11) 
ri%'\h) = g^vllih) + QaVllih) (4.12) 
Vil'\h) = {gl + gl)ri'';M + '^9v9arill{h) (4.13) 
Thus we have two types of leptonic tensors, the electromagnetic part 
Vll{h) = nl + Ku (4-14) 
and the part which arises from 7 Z interference 
where 77°^ , and -q'^^ are calculated to be (at high energies with electron mass 
rUe -^ 0) 
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= ^{K^K, - q^q, + g^,q^) (4.16) 
and 
Viiu ~ '^^ixuaffk ft 
= '^e,,apK^q^ (4.17) 
where K = k + k' and q = k — k'. The spinors Ua{k, n) are taken such that 
[75] 
VI ua{k,n)up{k',n) = {t±^l±:^) (4.18) 
where 
1 + 75 A 
2 
is the spin projection operator and we have taken the form for the polarization 
vector in lab, 
nf, = -{kQ,k)- (4.19) 
m 
The hadronic tensors in Eqn.(4.9) are defined by the hadronic currents. In 
the electromagnetic case 
^(7'r)..(^.) = Dr(J<7)' ' t j<7)-.)^ (4 20) 
which involves a trace over the deuteron spin quantum numbers for a polar-
ized deuteron. Now using Eqn.(4.10)-(4.13) we can write 
^(77)^(77^'' = r]llW^''''^^"' (4.21) 
^(iZ)W^-^z),^ = (g^nll + QaVlDW^'^^'^'' (4.22) 
^(zz)^(zz) , . ^ 1(^ 2 ^ ^2)^.. ^ 2^„y,77-]iy(^^)^'^ (4.23) 
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Now we perform the transformation to spherical basis, which is suitable for 
the multipole expansion of the hadronic currents. In the following /x and u 
are covariant indices which take values iJ.,iy = 0,1,2,3 while A and A' are 
spherical tensors which take values A, A' = 0, ±1 . 
^..^^(77).. = PZ^JVJIP' (4.24) 
^..^^(-yz).. ^ pll,EJj;j^p' (4.25) 
rjvaw^yz),. ^ pll^Jirj^^p'^ (4.26) 
and similarly for the neutral current term. It should be noted that a sum 
over repeated indices /i and u on the left hand side and a sum over repeated 
indices A and A' on the right hand side is implied in above equations (Here 
p'^ is the density matrix for the deuteron). Then Eqn.(4.9) becomes 
+2Gl[{gl + gl)pZ. + 2g,g,pl\,]^Ji;j'^p' (4.27) 
The virtual boson density matrices p^y^, and p^", are given by 
PTX' = PIX + hp\y (4.28) 
PAA' = P'AA' + hply (4.29) 
The explicit values for the non-vanishing components of the density matrices 
are found to be[74] and Appendix-B. 
PL = Pl--^'Yr^ f>r = Pn = -'^i^ + Yr) (4-30) 
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PLT = PI - Q'^-f-^ PTT = p1u=<l'j^ (4.31) 
where L and T denote 'longitudinal' and 'transverse' respectively and 
C = - | | p , ri = tan'{e/2) 
with 6 as the electron scattering angle. The polarized density matrix can be 
shown to have the form(see Appendix B) 
P''-T = Pn = - \ ^ ' : (4-32) 
PT = Pn = -2^ Sj—— (4.33) 
They satisfy the following symmetry relations 
we obtain 
and 
PAA' = Px'x 
P-A.-A' = ( - ) ' ^ ' ' ^ V A A ' (4.34) 
P?i = P%-i 
PSI = P?o = -Po-i = -P-io (4.35) 
p'u = p'_i_i 
p'oi = P'lo = -Po-1 = -p ' - io (4.36) 
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4.3 Inelastic ed Scattering 
4.3.1 Kinematics and Cross Sections 
The Feynmann diagram for the inelastic process e + d~^e + n + pis shown 
as Fig.4.2. 
Figure 4.3: 
The general expression for the inelastic cross-section for the electromagnetic 
case is given by [75] 
1 1 m?M'^ — 
(4.37) 
where m, M and M^ denote the electron, nucleon and deuteron masses re-
spectively. We first consider the pure electromagnetic contribution, for which 
2m'nM\l^p.h = ^T^Jr^ '^^ '^ '^^ '^ ^ (4-38) 
and we have 
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Define relative coordinates 
P = p + n p^j,= -{p-n) 
^ = 2 ( ^ p + ^ ") r = rp-fn (4.40) 
Denoting the lab and centre-of-momentum frames by the superscripts L and 
cm, the cross section in lab for the electromagnetic part becomes 
1 p^ M'^tfk'^ 
—* 
Integration over the final energy Enp and momentum P gives, 
— = — - — cm am^nu,cm u 40) 
dk'^dn^,da^ (27r)5 g" 8fci MdpO""^"P'"" ^ ^ ^ 
where we have used E^ = |p°"" If we had used a nonrelativistic nor-
malization for the deuteron and nucleon states, we would obtain a factor 
(27r)^2d°^jjr in the lab frame. Now we perform the transformation to spher-
ical basis. Then we get the expression for the differential cross-section 
da"'" 1 167rVlA:''^p^ ricm 
np d'n'.pllEJjrjJp'^ (4.43) dk'^dn^,dQ.^ (27r)2 q^ 8 k^ M^ 
We define the T-matrices in terms of the current matrix elements between 
intrinsic deuteron states as: 
TL,^.m, = -T^yj2apnpEdo/Md < sms\Jj\lmd > (4.44) 
where E = p° — n^. Here we have taken a coordinate system with z-axis 
along q, y-axis along k x k' and x = y x £ for a right-handed system. The 
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'J dS--2-i-23\ 
C^^. 
cleuteron spin states are quantized along tiie z-axis(i.e. along (f).The spin s 
describes the final np state with projection m^ while m^ characterizes the 
initial deuteron state. Then the difTerntial cross-section takes the form 
Now including the 7Z interference term and neglecting the ZZ term we get 
•[pTx'T:m,>.mjZ,ym', + ^ ^ ( d v P ^ + 9aPTy)Re{T:^,,m,T,'r:M,)] (4-46) 
The hadronic matrix elements T]^^)^^^ and Tf^^y^, are calculated from 
Ecin.(4.44). Using the deuteron wave functions \lmd > and the final state 
wave functions \sms >. 
4.3.2 Structure Functions[77,78] 
The differential cross section defined in Eq.(4.45) is derived in terms of the 
structure functions v, which are defined from the T matrices. The following 
diagram shows the geometry of the exclusive electroweak deuteron disintegra-
tion with polarized electrons and an oriented deuteron target. The relative np 
momentum, denoted by Pnp, is characterized by angles 9 = 9np and (j) = (pnp 
where the deuteron orientation axis, denoted by d, is specified bty angles Od 
and (j)d. 
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* * t A - ^ ^ <^  
- t r .J .("•i i 
• ^ i * * ' * 
REACTION PLANE * ''*A*»' r^.-4-^Wj.-j,--, r%'^/ 
The T-matrices as defined in Eq.(4.44) depend on the angles 6 = 0„p and 
^ = (j)j^p. Taking the direction of g*as the quantization axis, the 0-dependence 
can be separated out as 
Consider the electromagnetic part of the inelastic ed differential cross-section 
y^^i{X+md-X'-m'^)4> (4-47) 
The deuteron density matrix has the form 
pi.< = ;7^ (-i)'-"^ ^ SI 
m\i -rud -M 
pd* (4.48) 
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The deuteron orientation parameter Pf^io) ^^ written as 
where Od characterizes the deuteron orientation. 1=1 denotes vector and 1=2 
denotes tensor polarization. For an unpolarized deuteron in the final state 
,1=0 and P(fo = 1. 
We define structure functions 
(4.49) 
TUd —rrid —M 
For an unpolarized deuteron; 
7 • ^ 2-J J 7 
^ A ' i n n —mjm'im, I., AOO '^d'",,"^' ''sm3>ymJsmsX'm' (4.50) 
V 
and P)^y is given by Eq.(4.28). With these definitions the differential cross 
section is given as 
d a - _ a k'^ Se^(^-^')np°,, + VAv)^A\oo (4-51) 
We obtain the complete expression for the differential cross section after 
performing the summation over A, A' = 0, ±1 and using symmetry properties 
of p^y as defined in Eqs(4.34-4.36). 
dk'H^i.d^^^ ^ ^ - ^ b W o o o + P^Wioo + ^li-ioo) 
+ PLT(e-'*<ooo + e'*t;Jioo - e"»vl,,,, - e-'*i;J-ioo) 
+ PLT(e"'^<ooo + e^'^^oo + e-'*^J_ioo + e^ ^vZiooo)]{]4.52) 
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The symmetry properties of the strcture functions are[57] 
vly-xiM = {-y-''^''-'vlxiM (4.53) 
K A / M ) * = ( - ) ' ' 4 A / - M (4.54) 
Using the symmetry relations for the structure functions V1)^,QQ from these 
equations, we obtain 
7 7 
^1100 — ' ^ - 1 - 1 0 0 ) 
(e"'*Viooo + e'*<oo - e'^ t^ Iiooo - e"'^t;^_ioo) = Acos(PRe{v2ioo), 
{e-'"^vtm + e^"^vlnoo) = 2cos{2cl>)vlnoo, 
('^ iioo - f^-i-ioo) = 0 and 
(e"'^ w7ooo + e'^ t^ Jioo + e'^v^o-WQ + e^ ^^ I^iooo) = -4szn0/m(?;o\oo) 
Defining: 
JL — •'^ 0000) JT — 2^ 1100 (4.55) 
fir = ARe{v'^ioo), f^ = Svluoo (4-56) 
!'-? = 0, /[^^ = - 4 / m « o o ) (4.57) 
we finally obtain 
dk'^d^i.d^-^ ~ 67r2A;^ g4[^ °/2 + PT/? 
+ plTfLTC0s4) + p°j^f^cos{2(j)) + h{p'LTfLTsin(j)}] 
= S" (4.58) 
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where 
a k"^ 
and c = -r^-rr^ 67r2 k^q^ 
The parity conserving electromagnetic current arising due to photon ex-
change contribution is written by superscript 7. However in this work, we will 
also consider the parity violating componenet arising from the P componenet 
of the deuteron wave function. Therefore, for notational convinience, we de-
note by "Yy, the parity conserving and by 7a the parity violating contribution. 
Also, the contributions coming from the Z exchange are written separately. 
VVe denote by superscript Z^ and ZQ, the vector and the axial vector contri-
bution of Z exchange. Thus there will be four structure functions, which we 
denote by 7„, 7a, Zy and Za which are written as v^ (C=7„, 7a, Zy and Za) 
which are defined as 
V =,m.mjm'^ ism,\mjsmsyn.'^ (4.59) 
They satisfy the property as defined in Eqns.(4.53,4.54) for C = jy and Zy. 
For C — ^a 3.nd Za they satisfy 
,,7 _ _l_\J-M-V\'-\ p 
^-X'-XIM — \ J ^X'XJM 
{'"X'XIM) — \~) '^X'XI-M 
Now in this notation all contributions due to the 7 — Z interference and 
nuclear parity voilation can be written with the help of Eqn.(4.46). Includ-
ing the interference terms due to 7a, Zy and Z^ the total cross section can 
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be written as a sum of parity conserving(v) and parity violating(a) compo-
nents, arising from PC and PV components of electromagnetic and hadronic 
currents.The differential cross-section is written as 
where 
5(/i,0,0) = 5f„) + 5j,) + a„{Sg) + 5f„)} + a 4 5 g + Sg} 
with ay^a = —7^—9vA (4.61) 
with Qy^a defined in Eqns.(4.6) and (4.7) and 
S^ = c{pLf^ + PTIT + PLTfLTCOS(f) + PTTfTT(^s{2(j))} for C = %, Z^ 
S^ = c{pLTfLTsin(t) + f>rrfrrsin{2(f>)} for C = ^a,Za (4.62) 
and 
S'^ = c{p'LTf'LTsin(f>} for C = 7„,Z„ 
S'^ = -c{p^/f + Pir/[rcos0} for C = 7a,^a (4.63) 
After carrying out the calculations for the structure functions we finally ob-
tain for the cross section for unpolarized deuteron 
5(/i,0,0) = c[pi,(/2-^+a„/f")+PT(/?+a„/#O+PLr{(/ZT+av/fr)cos0+(/2r 
+ayflf~)sin(l>} + prriUrr + aJ^)cos(2</)) 4- ( / ^ + a„/|^)sm(2</.)} 
-aap!TfT''+(iap'LT{fLTSin<P-f'LTCOS(j))+h{aaPLft+(^af>rfT''+a^^ 
+flj^sin(j)) + aaf>rr{f^cos[24>) + f^sin{2(j))) - p'^^ip" + a„/^^°) 
+P'LT{{fLT + aj'^rfi)sin^ - {f'^J^ + a„/[f?)cos</.}}] (4.64) 
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4.3.3 The Longitudinal Asymmetry 
In order to define the longitudinal asymmetry for the polarized electron we 
integrate over the dinucleon variables i.e. dflnp in Eqn.(4.60) and define E(/i) 
such that 
i:{h) = I dQnpS {h, 0,0) (4.65) 
which from Eqn.(4.64) for S{h, 0,0) is found to be 
/ rr'Za S(/i) = C{PL{FI^ + a^Ft) + />r(F^" + a^F^") - U^P'TF 
^h[aaPLFt + a^prF^^ - p'TiF!^!^ + a^Fl^^^)]} 
where the inclusive form factors 
^LjT - J ^^4>!LI 
)c 
L/T 
We define the longitudinal asymmetry as 
E(/i) - E(-/i) 
Aj = 
/i(E(/i) + E(-/i)) 
Then we obtain for the asymmetry 
daPiFt + aaPrF^" - P'TIFT"- + a^F^^") 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
AT = 
MF'L + (^vFt) + fyr{F^' + a,F^^) - aJ^^F'^'^ 
The parity violating contributions in the denominator can be neglected to 
give 
A^ + /l^" (4.69) 
'ciaPLFl'' + a^^F^" - a .p^Ff •")• ^^  ^ ^^ 
(4.71) 
At 
A^ 
PLFI' 4- />rF^' 7v 
A^-^ = -P'T^T" LPLF2"+PTF^"J 
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4.4 Elastic ed Scattering 
4.4.1 Kinematics and Cross Section 
The Feynman diagram for the elastic ed scattering is shown as 
Figure 4.4: 
The cross-section for elastic ed scattering (with initial electron and deuteron 
polarizations) is given by[76] 
where |A^p is given by the general eq.(4.26). In the lab frame after integrat-
ing over d' we get 
Performing the k' integration the differential cross-section becomes, in the 
high energy limit 
da^ 1 m^ .fc'.o^. . . ,2, 
S v = ( 5 ^ 4 M | ( l ' ^ l ^ l ''="' '^•^^) 
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Using the nonrelativistic normalization for deuteron wave function (i.e mul-
tiplying by a factor 2(io2(io) and including the electron and deuteron polar-
izations through density matrices Pe and p^ cross section is written as 
Mfi given by Eqn.(4.2) and the final state | / ) , the deuteron wavefunc-
tion. Xll-^l Pepd is calculated. Proceeding exactly as in section.3, we get 
for the electromagnetic contribution an expression for J ^ in analogy with 
Eqn.(4.42) i.e., 
dn ^ ^ y p^ 
iTf-M'o<W'''^'''^ (4-75) 
where T]JI as defined in Eqn.(4.10) and W^^'^^'^'^^ as defined in Eqn.(4.20) have 
been used. 
Now going to spherical basis and defining 
tl'Xm = ^ <m'\Jr\m> (4.76) 
we obtain for the cross section the following expression 
da 2a2 fc^ Y ] 5 ] E ^^  
dQk' 
Taking also the 7 — Z interference terms we get, the combined expression for 
as 
da(^+^) E E E 2 a 2 ^ ^ , 2 . „ _ . , 
-f 2^^{g,pll,+gaPZ')'^Re{t^^.^.^tl^^,)] (4.78) 
V2 7ra 
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In addition there will be a term due to the nuclear parity violation. In this 
case only the electromagnetic part due to photon exchange will contribute, 
therefore only p1\, term will contribute. In the notation used above, this 
contribution will be given by 
where the contribution of the 7a term through the interference due to 7 and 7a 
term are included. The contribution due to the 7^ term or the interference 
term between 7a, Zy and 7a, Za is neglected as they are very small being 
second order in weak coupling. Combining these terms together we obtain 
da da'^^^ da'^" 
+ dil^' ujifc' diifc' 
4.4.2 Structure Functions[58,77] 
In this case also the differential cross section is obtained in terms of the 
structure functions described in earlier section. Then cross section for the 
electromagnetic case is given in Eqn.(4.77) i.e., 
da 2a2 A : ' . 2 S E E 
\^ ) AA mm nn Pxy^rn'X'm^nXn' 
We now define the structure functions for the elastic case. The structure 
function for the electromagnetic contribution is denoted by W^ and is defined 
as 
\ 
rud -m'^ -M ^ 
(4.80) 
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Then the cross section is derived to be 
da 20^ k' 2 I I S ^ d f. o.X 
- — T V T ) ^'"''" Pxx'^wrMPmm' (4-81) 
For unpolarized deuteron, this reduces to simpler expression like eqn.(4.51) 
and we get 
da 2Q;2 J;' E 
= ^ ( ^ ) ^ ^ ( P L ' + V A V ) W ^ ; A ' O O (4.82) 
The cross section is then obtained by expanding the summation in Eqn.(4.79) 
over A, A' = 0, ±1 and using the symmetry properties oi pxy and WAA'/M-
Note that the symmetry properties oiWxyiM are simpler. It is clear that the 
expansion over A and A' will lead to an expression very similar to eqn.(4.52) 
except that now we will have 
(i) A^A'oo replaced by Wxx'oo-
(ii) Due to symmetry properties of W^AA'OO only A = A' terms contribute in 
the case of elastic scattering with the unpolarized deuteron. The result is 
derived in ref[58]. 
We then obtain for the electromagnetic contribution 
^ = c'[plfl + P'rf^] (4.83) 
where 
90-2 h' 
_ za K 2 
q^^k' 
Including the interference terms of the parity conserving 7 contribution with 
the parity violating 7^, Zy and Za contribution, we arrive at a result which 
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is very similar to Eqn.(4.60) i.e., 
do 
dQy 5"'(/i,0,0) (4.84) 
where 5^'(/i, 0,0) is obtained from S(/i, 0,0) given in Eqn.(4.64) where c is 
replaced by c' and only /f, /^ and f!f {C = jy,^a,Zy, Zg) terms contribute 
(due to A = A' contribution). We thus obtain for the elastic differential cross 
section an expression given by 
5^'(/i,0,0) = c '[pL(/2"'+aJf ' ' )+Pr(/r"+av/r ' ' )-«aPT/r^"-Pr(/T' '+o./T") 
(4.85) 
4.4.3 The Longitudinal Asymmetry 
In order to define the longitudinal asymmetry, we take the cross section for 
helicity h and —h respectively and define the asymmetry Af; as 
^ , , ^ 5 ^ ' ( M , 0 ) - 5 ^ ' ( - ^ 0 , 0 ) 
/i(5«'(/i,0,0) + 5«'(-/i>0,0)) 
Then we obtain for the asymmetry 
aaPift + aaf^rfS" - P'TUT" + (^vfr") 
^L — 
(4.86) 
(4.87) 
The parity violating contributions in the denominator can be neglected to 
give 
Ai 
^el 
Ala 
Al + Al^ 
aaPift + aaPrfr" ~ dvPTfr) iZa\ 
PLPL+PTI^ 7v 
'PTJT" 
PLpL+Prff 1X1 
(4.88) 
(4.89) 
(4.90) 
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4.5 Numerical Evaluation of Asymmetries 
Asymmetries can now be calculated using the expressions given by Eqn.(4.69) 
for inelastic scattering and Eqn.(4.88) for the elastic scattering. In order to 
evaluate these asymmetries, we make use of the values Cly ^  Cl(i 9.S defined in 
Eqn.(4.61)i.e. 
GF q^ . . 
av,a = - ^ 9v,a (4.91) 
where 
1 2 . 1 
and the expressions for pi, pr, PT', PIT and prr given in Eqns.(4.30) to (4.36). 
We also need to evaluate the structure functions p, and p[ {i = L, T, LT, TT) 
for which we require various components of the structure functions v\\i{X = 
X' — 0, ±1) which are defined through the matrix elements t and T for elastic 
and inelastic scattering processes. These matrix elements are calculated using 
the current operators and the initial and final dinucleon wave functions. An 
outline of the methods to calculate these matrix elements given in Appendix-
C. 
We will like to mention that numerical evaluation of these structure func-
tions in this formalism has been done by Kuster and Arenhovel[57] and by 
other authors using different formalism for the inelastic scattering. For the 
elastic case no numerical calculations in this formalism is done and we plan 
to do this evaluation as described in chapter.5. 
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Chapter 5 
Review of Present Status and 
Future Work Plan 
In this chapter we describe briefly the present status of the experimental 
and theoretical developments available in the electron energy range of Ee ~ 
50 — lOOMeV in the field of parity violating electron scattering studies with 
deuteron in section 5.1 and 5.2. We also outline the plan of our future work 
in section 5.3. 
5.1 Experimental Work 
The parity violating electron experiments are being done at Bates Linear Ac-
celarator Center MIT, USA[40,4l], Mainz Microtron at Institute of Nuclear 
Physics, Mainz Germany[42] and Thomas Jefferson National Lab, Newport 
News, USA[44]. All these experimental facilities use polarized and unpo-
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larized protons as targets. The SAMPLE experiment at MIT[40,41] and 
A4 Collaboration at Mainz[42] also plan to use deuteron target. Prelim-
inary results from the SAMPLE experiment at MIT are available for the 
proton targets are discussed in[40]. With deuteron target, the processes like 
e + rf—)• e + n + p and e + d -^ e + d can be observed, but presently the 
experiments are planned only for e + d —^  e + n + p. The SAMPLE exper-
iment operates with electron energy of Eg = 200MeV and scattering angle 
in the range of 130° < 9e < 170° with 35% electron polarization. The po-
larized electrons are obtained by shining circularly polarized Laser beam on 
bulk GaAs photoemission source. The latest results on the polarized electron 
asymmetry on the proton target are reported to be 
A = (-6.34 ± 1.45 ± 0.53) x 10-^(41] 
A = (-4.92 ± 0.61 ± 0.073) x 10-^[40] 
Attempts are being made to infer the strangeness form factor Gf^(Q^ = 
O.lGeV^) from these measurments. Theoretical analyses show that the val-
ues of Gff inferred from these experiments is very sensitive to the radiative 
corrections[80]. 
Radiative corrections are calculated theoretically but an independent con-
firmation of these results is desired. For this an independent observation 
preferably in deuteron target is suggested and is presently underway at MIT 
and Mainz laboratries. An advantage with using deuteron target is that 
the polarized electron asymmetry with deuteron target is more sensitive to 
radiative corrections than Gff and is therefore suitable for determining the 
radiative corrections. 
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In Mainz Microtron (MAMI) setup the electron polarization of 75 - 80% 
is achieved by photoelectron emission from GaAs strained layer crystals. The 
electron energy is 855MeV. The experiments with proton targets have been 
completed and with deuteron targets are in planning stage. Analysis is being 
done at present for the polarized electron asymmetry on proton target. As 
far as deuteron targets are concerned both experiments at MIT and Mainz 
measure e + d -^ e + n + p quasi-elastic reactions. These experiments should 
also be extended to measure elastic reactions like e + d -^ e + d. 
5.2 Theoretical Work 
There is some theoretical work done on the quasi-elastic process e + d -^ 
e + n+p as well as on the elastic process e + d—>e + d. The earlier work was 
done to investigate the isospin structure of the neutral current but recently 
the focus has shifted to study the ss content of the nucleon. Both are related 
as ss content is isoscalar and a determination of the isoscalar component in 
weak interaction will give information about the ss content. The search of ss 
content is related with the search for isoscalar pieces in the weak vector and 
axial vector current which are different from the predictions of the standard 
model. In the following we summarise the general trends of the theoretical 
results presently available for inelastic and elastic reactions. 
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5.2.1 Inelastic Scattering 
In the inelastic reaction e + d^e + n + p the final nucleons can be in "^ i^ 
or ^Di state which is isoscalar or they can be in ^So or ^Pi state which is 
isovector dinucleon state. Therefore both the isoscalar and isovector terms 
in the hadronic currents will contribute. The theoretical calculations for 
the process e + d —> e -\- n + p have been done by Hwang et al[46], Singh 
and Khan[47], Murthy, Ramachandran and Singh[50], Porrmann[51], Had-
jimichael et al.[55], Mosconi and Ricci[56], Kuster and Arenhovel[57]. The 
7 — Z interference contribution A^ comes from two terms i.e., one term 
which is a product of leptonic vector with the hadronic axial vector term 
proportional to gy and an other term which is product of leptonic axial vec-
tor term with hadronic vector term proportional to pa (see Eqn.(4.70)). In 
addition, there is the contribution from the nuclear parity voilation term 
shown by i4'^ ''(see Eqn.(4.71)). This is the general formalism used by most 
of the anthers but the models used to calculate the hadronic structure func-
tions Fi{i = T,L,TT,....) occuring in Eqns.(4.70) and (4.71) are different. 
They are different as far as the nuclear models are concerned as well as the 
models of nucleon form factors G | , Gff and G^ as defined in Eqns(C.14-
C.16). The numerical evaluations have been done using the parameters of 
the standard model given in chapter 2, using the hadronic form factors given 
in Eqns.(C.10-C.12). In the following it is assumed that the strangeness form 
factors are absent. 
The general trends of the numerical results in these calculations for AiiQ^) 
as defined in Eqn.(4.69) for e -I- d -> e + n -(- p is that the asymmetry gets 
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it's dominant contribution from the 7 — Z interference term and the contri-
bution from the parity violating P component in the deuteron is very small. 
The 7 — Z contribution has approximately linear Q"^ dependance while the 
nuclear parity violating contribution is fairly independent of Q"^. Numeri-
cally the parity violating nuclear contribution from the 7 — Z interference 
term is of the order of 10~'^q^/M'^ and is smaller by two orders of magnitude 
around Q^ = O.lGeV^. The two contributions became comparable at very 
small Q"^ i.e., around Q^ = 10~^GeV'^/c^. There is some uncertainty in the 
calculation of nuclear parity voilation contribution due to theoretical treat-
ment of nuclear models used to calculate P wave mixing in the deuteron. In 
this range of Q^, the theoretical calculations do not agree with each other 
and further work is needed. Implications of nonzero strangeness form factors 
are discussed in some later work but they do not include the nuclear parity 
violating effects. 
5.2.2 Elastic Scattering 
Polarized electron asymmetry in the elastic reaction has been studied by 
Hwang et al[46], Ramachandran and Singh[49], Frederico et al.[54], Pol-
lock[52], Suzuki[53] and Porrmann[51]. In the case of elastic scattering only 
isoscalar neutral currents contribute. In the standard model, there is no 
isoscalar axial vector current, therefore in the 7 — Z interference term ylf,, 
only isoscalar vector hadronic neutral current will give parity violating con-
tribution through it's interference with leptonic axial vector current. There is 
the additional contribution due to the nuclear parity violating contribution. 
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The work of Suzuki[53] and Pollock[52] do not consider the nuclear parity 
voilation contribution which is considered by other authors. The explicit 
calculations of Porrmann[51] agree in principle with the results of Hwang 
et al[46] and Frederico et al[54] but numerical results are different. A com-
plete formalism for the case of P violating and T violating asymmetries are 
given by Singh and Arenhoevel[58] but no numerical results are presented. 
The earlier works of Hwang et al[46] and Porrmann[51] do not consider the 
contribution of the strangeness form factors which is done by Pollock[52] 
and Suzuki[53]. However, these authors consider only the phenomenological 
dipole parametrization of the strangeness form factors and do not consider 
other form factors calculated in various other theoretical models[79]. The 
numerical evaluations have been done using the parameters of the standard 
model given in chapter 2, using the hadronic form factors given in Eqns.(C.10-
C.ll) . Again a detailed discussion of these strangeness form factors are not 
undertaken here. 
A comparative study of the 7 — Z interference and nuclear perity vio-
lating contributions has been done in the absence of strangeness form fac-
tors. Numerical results are qualitatively similar to the inelastic case. In the 
elastic case also, the 7 — Z interference effect is of the order of 10~'*9^/M^ 
and is quite large as compared to the nuclear parity violating contribution 
in the entire range of Q^ > O.OlGeV^. They become comparable around 
Q^ ~ (10~^ - 10~'*)Gey^/c^. Again the 7 - Z contribution is linear in Q^ 
but the nuclear parity violation contribution has a Q^ dependence which is 
very sensitive to the model used to calculate the odd parity mixing in the 
deuteron. In all cases the asymmetry is found to be largest at backword 
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angles, due to dominance of 7 — Z interference term. 
5.3 Future Work Plan 
1. We have presented the formalism to calculate the parity violating 
asymmetries for the polarized electron scattering from the unpolarized deuteron 
corresponding to the elastic and inelastic scattering in Eqns.(4.69) and (4.88). 
In this formalism, the numerical results for the asymmetries have not been 
done for the elastic scattering case. We plan to carry out the numerical eval-
uation of the asymmetry AL as defined in Eqn.(4.88). This will be done after 
calculating the structure functions fi, fr and fj- defined through Eqns.(4.55-
4.57) for the elastic case. For this we need the S-wave, D-wave and P-wave 
components of the deuteron wave function as discussed in chapter.3 and the 
hadronic matrix elements as defined in Appendix-C and -D. 
2. There are many other parity violating variables when the target 
deuteron is polarized. They are calculated by taking nonzero values for 
Pid and P2d in Eqn.(4.48). The formalism to calculate these parity violat-
ing observables are available in literature. To do a numerical evaluation of 
these asymmetries so that a comparision with the experimental values can be 
made when the parity violating experiment on the elastic electron scattering 
of polarized elecron with polarized deuteron are done, we plan to develope 
the formalism and do the calculations in future. 
3. Finally the effect of strangeness form factors will be calculated where 
the explicit forms of Gf^((5^), G^(Q^) and G|((5^) are also taken into account 
in the calculation of various structure functions fi, fr and /^. 
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Appendix A 
Calculation of the Parity Violating 
One-Pion Exchange Potential 
Figure A.l: 
Fig.(A.l) represents the single pion exchange contribution to the parity 
violating NN potential where vertex(l) is parity conserving and is given by 
the interaction hamiltonian(see eq.(3.19)) 
H^NN = i9nNNN^'^l'r\$N^'^ (A.l) 
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and vertex(2) is parity violating: 
H;^^ = AAr(2)(r-x4iV(^) (A.2) 
wliere /„ is the weak pion-nucleon coupling constant. Fig.(2) represents the 
exchange contribution. The particle momenta are specified in the figure. The 
non-relativistic reduction of the nucleon field operators leads to 
iN^'\k'h'N^'\k) - -T^ai.K (A.3) 
and 
^«(_,V«MV/M|±M(, ^ 
IT2.fc 
ai.k'a2.k 
= 1 - -up- <^ '^' 
where in our frame the initial and final nucleon energies are E and E' with 
E=E'. Define the relative momenta 
K = k'-k (A.5) 
P = ~k' + k (A.6) 
Then we can write 
On evaluation the term 
11 # ' .;: • --'':.r''^-\^ 
/ OS-3^2^ 
"•'•^:^i^z'^' 
gives the contribution 
-[r^ X r \ (A.8) 
Thus we can write the transition matrix corresponding to the diagram as 
i ArW(g)^5^W(g)wW(-g)AfW(-g) 
-Ti'-'-"" -(k-k'Y-ml '" ' " '- <''•'" 
where the particle momenta are taken in the centre-of-momentum frame.Using 
the above results we get for the transition matrix element 
—7KJ^9^NN-ZTI-[1 7775 J — ^ 
Thus to first order we can write the momentum space potential 
To obtain the coordinate space potential we take the Fourier transform and 
use the result 
/
^—xK.r ^—ftltrr 
dK4 = 27r2^ 
K'^ + ml r 
which gives 
V{f^ = -^i^^^-^C-^)l^'' X ^% (A.ll) 
Using the result 
we finally obtain 
V{rl = J ^ i m . + ^ )a i . fe - - [ f<i ) x T(% (A.12) 
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To rewrite this potential in another form consider 
_ f,-m„r _^ p-Ta-„T i —m-„r 
The exchange diagram gives the same contribution with the replacement 
<?i -^ ^2- Adding both contributions gives the parity violating -KNN poten-
tial 
V:;^A^ = - ^ ^ ( 5 ^ 1 +5^2).[^,/.(r)][f<i) X r^% (A.13) 
Q-rn-„T 
where 
Similarly calculating the p and a; exchange contribution we get the final form 
of the parity violating one-boson-exchange potential(eq.(3.30)). 
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Appendix B 
Calculation of the Polarized Density 
M a t r i x p'y^y^i 
Consider the pure electromagnetic transition matrix element squared : 
where we have defined 
c = ^ i r ^ r = ^ < fcib7ifc2 >*< h\fj^\k2 > 
= riTrtr = ^ ;. + H . (B.2) 
and 
^ p e m ^ Y^jt^^em.ju,em ^ W^^W^^ (B.3) 
where the r/^ j are leptonic current matrix elements between electron states 
with 
Vfi = ^k2h^u{h) (B.4) 
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and the W^ are the hadronic current matrix elements between initial and 
final hadronic states. We have 
,2 
Vl = fc^A;^ + kt^K + jg'^ (B.5) — /Vj 1^2 I '^2 1 ' r 
I 
V = ^^cfit^uk^q^ (B.6) 
where q = hi — k-^. Current conservation gives for the leptonic currents 
q^i]^ = 0 (B.7) 
Thus 
no = i^ (B.8) 
and similarly for the hadronic current 
QW 
Wo^^-^ (B.9) 
Qo 
Choose (fl|z-axis, thus ki and /c2 lie in the xz plane. Thus, 
k^"" = k2x, kiy = k2y = 0, ku - k2z = q (B.IO) 
In this system 
This gives 
Similarly 
q'm-
Iz = 
w,= 
^QzTlz 
\Q\ 
q'Wo 
(B.ll) 
(B.12) 
(B.13) 
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Then we have 
,2 
where 
= CVoWo + V-W+ + V+W_ (B.14) 
Thus we obtain 
= J, 5 PTX'W^^ = J, 5 (P°AA' + VAAOW^^' {B.15) 
where in the last equation we have transformed to spherical coordinates with 
A, A' = ± ,0 and 
PIT' = C'^ ^ '^^ '^ ^AA' (B.16) 
We want to calculate Po .^ We therefore calculate poi and separate out the h 
dependant and h independant terms to calculate poi and Po .^ 
Poi = C'f?oi = CS'T?577I = C77o-^ (77x + ir]y) 
1 
C-^(T7ox + i^ Oy) (B.17) 
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Using form of r]^^ in eq.(B.5), we get 
Vox = k\kl + k'lkl + iheai30xk^q^ 
= k,:,{k\ + kl) = k,^{E,+E2) (B.18) 
in our coordinate system. Also, 
Tjoy = kiok2y + kiyk2o + ihec0Oykiq^ = -ihk^q^ (B.19) 
Thus we obtain 
poi - 4 | [ ( ^ i + ^2)A;ix + hki^q,] = p°i + Vol (B.20) 
Using 
9' 0 q^ ,^ 
(where 77 = tan?^) 
PS, = ^'If-i^ (B.21) 
we get 
Using similar calculations we obtain for the other components 
1 2 /^ + C 
-^ = - 2 ^ V ^ ^^-''^ 
Similar calculation also yield[-] 
A = -4^ A = 4(1 + I;) (B.24) 
P o i = 5 - \ / - ^ P-u = 5 ^ (B.2.) 
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Appendix C 
Matrix Elements for Inelastic and 
Elastic Scattering Processes 
The matrix elements T"''^ and f'^ as defined in Eqns.(4.44) and (4.76) are 
written in terms of the electromagnetic current J^ and weak neutral current 
J.f are defined as 
M}f = (/|j;|i) (c.i) 
where \i) is the deuteron state written as |lm) given in Eqn.(3.31) and | /) 
is the wave function of the dinucleon state written as \sms) as shown in 
Eqn.(3.78) for inelastic scattering and the final deuteron state \lm') for the 
elastic scattering. The currents JJ*^ are defined for proton and neutron as 
where 
y,,p(„) = u(p')[Ff(")(9^)7, + ^FtHq'K.q'^Hp) (C.2) 
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and 
J = V,f„,„, + A H.p(n) ^^c,p(n) ^,p{n) 
where 
V,p(") HPm'pin)iQ'h, + 7^F,'pin){Q'W,.Q>{p) (C.3) 2M 
Kpin) = Hp')[Gip^n){Q'h,lMp) (C.4) 
F,',a^') = -^[Ff^'^HQ') - F"(p)i] - sin'e^Frig') - ±Ff(9^) (C.5) 4^  
1 
Fi^^Q') = -^[Fi^'^HQ') - F-iph] - sin^^v.F|("Hg )^ - tFi{q') (C.6) 
GUn)i^') = -lGAAn){Q') + \G'AQ') (C.7) 
where Ff, F2 and G;^  are strangeness form factors. The standard form 
factors Ff and F2 ^re determined phenomenologicaly in terms of the 
charged magnetic form factors G^ W )^ and G^" (g^) defined as 
G'^''\q') = Ff^''\q') + TFt\g') (C.8) 
G'S'Hq') = F!^''\q') + Ft\q') (C.9) 
These Sachs form factors G^(9^), G^^iq^), G%{q'^) and G^fiq"^) are parametrized 
as dipoles like 
9 
Mo 
^2 
- 2 
1 -
M|,j 
G& (^9 )^ = - Mn'i" l + r A „ 1 - ME, J 
(CIO) 
(C.ll) 
(C.12) 
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with 
G'^E(0) = 1, G y 0 ) = /ip, G'^(0)=/ /„ 
4M2' 
A„ = 5.6 and MD = 0.843Mey 
The axial vector form factors G^j^'iq^) are also parametrized as dipoles as 
Gf\q')=Gf\0) 1- Ml (C.13) 
with G^(0) = 0.61, G'XiO) = -0.61, and MA = imOeV 
The strangeness form factors Ff, F2, and G^ are also defined through G | 
and Gff like Eqns.(C.8 and C.9). These are parametrized as 
G|(9^) A*sT 
1 + TA, 
GW) = GUO) 
1-
1 -
1 -
q'] 
Mil 
q'] 
Mil 
q'] 
(C.14) 
(C.15) 
(C.16) G'^iq') = G'AO) 
with GffiO) = fXs and G^(0) = g%. There are many theoretical models for 
fig and y^[79] but we will not discuss them here. For the present work we 
take these form factors as zero and will discuss them in future work. 
In order to calculate the matrix element between the deuteron and two 
nucleon bound states a nonrelativistic expression for J'^'^ are calculated us-
ing[75] 
u{p) = lE + M 
2M 
I 
E+M 
, M(P') lE' + M f -a-p' 
2M E' + M 
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Using this the currents for the vector and axial vector parts are written as 
(i) For Vector Currents 
V' = Yl Fue''-''' (C.17) 
i=n,p 
y = T,[Fu{Pr+Pi) + {Fu + F2,)a,xq\e"^''' (C.18) 
i=n,p 
and similarly for vector piece of V^ with FH, F-^ replaced by Fj^, F^i respec-
tively, 
(ii) For Axial Currents 
A°^ - Y.GAAVi^v\¥'''' (C.19) 
t=n,p 
A^ = X; GA^e''-''' (C.20) 
i=n,p 
-> f* ^ - r 
with rl = /? + - , r2 -^ /? - -
where r and ^ are the relative and center of mass coordinates. 
The matrix elements M^^f for e + d -> e + oJ and e + d - > e + n + p 
are then defined in terms of the matrix elements of the terms like e''"^''' and 
l^±n-ri where fis a general vector which can be (p + p), {a x q) or a. 
Then the general current matrix elements for the current J^^' for elastic 
scattering can be written as 
eU = ^ < l -V? | l -> (C-21) 
where 
J « = l^e''^""^ (C.22) 
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After performing a multipole expansion of the matrix element as shown in 
Appendix-D, this matrix element is written as: 
i^xm = ^ ^ ( - ) V 2 ^ ( 1 + <^>o) ? I'L < lm'(/'l)iOi?|(/l)lm > 
= ^H'./M^^^)^i'Li-lY-'\ ' "^ ' Of) (C.23) d^ \-m' X m J 
i = jy,ja,Zv,Za;- Where a general multipole Oi}^' can be written as 
o f ) =< (r i) l | |Of) | | (a) l >= S^oC]^:) + <5Ai(T]f]« + A T W « ) . (C.24) 
where 
The electric and magnetic multipoles are given by 
Tl^) = ldxf^{x).A^,{q,x) (C.25) 
T}^Ui) = fdSi^H^)-ALsiQ^S) (C.26) 
where the transverse multipole fields are 
^Jii,=JL{qx)yli\^Mix) (C.27) 
= j{y/LTl5,,c-i - ^/L5p,L+i)jp{qx)y\f,)^{x) (C.28) 
L 
The coulomb multipole is 
Cl^ l = j dxlo{x)j:^{qx)YJi\x) (C.29) 
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"where Ix are the components as defined in Eqn.(C.19). 
Similarly for inelastic scattering the matrix element 
<^) yj2apnpEEd r l 7(0 I 
^2apnpEEd 
< sm„Pc\J\''\lmd > 
E 
(C.30) 
where d^^^i^) ^^ ^ rotational operator which bring the Pnp vector in the 
direction of q. Using Eqn.(4.110) to \sms,Pc > in terms of total angular 
momentum states \jmj > we write 
<sms,Pc\Olf\lmd> = J]z ' \ /4^ 
]mj 
( 
i j ( - ) 
l—TTlj 
X 
J L 1 \ 
j I s 
rrij 0 rris 
^A{^) 
; 
rrij m\ m^ j 
<3\\07:r\\l> (C.31) 
where / = \ / 2 / + 1 and j = \/2j + 1. 
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Appendix D 
Multipole Analysis of Electroweak 
Currents 
D.l Multipole expansion of /e*^ -^  
Expanding I in terms of spherical basis vectors e'\(A = ±1,0) 
We also expnad e''-^ in terms of the spherical harmonics taking gl|z-axis then 
-- 2 , , 
e'9- = / iy47r(2/ + l)jiiqx)Yio{x) (D.l) 
Using the above equation we get: 
:5/,.V47r(2/+ l)ii(gx) ^ ^ "^  ] :P,\ (D.2) 
0 A A 
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Now since J is a good quantum number, we expand over the values of 1=J-
1,J,J+1 
^-.1^.,, , ^E^ ,J-^^^^(2J-l)jj J -I I J 
^ 0 A A 
I J \ J 
\ 
0 A A 
S .j^ 
+ J > 1 2 V47r(2J + 3)j,+i I -^^^ 1 -^  |;yA p 3) 
' 0 A A ' 
Here A = 0 denotes the longitudinal or Coulomb multipole and A = ±1 are 
the transverse multipoles. 
D.1.1 Longitudinal or Coulomb Multipole(A = 0) 
/oe^ o'e'^ "^ " = h ^ ? . i-'-'sjAT:{2J-l)jj^, J-l 1 J 
0 A 0 
->^7,7-l,l 
E +io.i ' i i - '+V47r(2J + 3)ij+i 
where 
J 1 J 
J + / 1 J 
0 A 0 
= 0 
yh+i,x (D-4) 
0 0 0 
by symmetry properties of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Also using 
J - l 1 J 
0 0 0 
\ J 
2 J - 1 
and 
^ J + 1 1 J ^ 
0 0 0 
f J + 1 
2J + 3 
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we get 
where we have extended the summation from J=0 in the first term(as it's 
not defined for J=0.) Now using the gradient formula for M=0 
V[j.(f)y.o(f)l = ^l^/^^jj-i{r)yh-i,i + ]j{j^3J^^{r)yUi,. (D.6) 
we obtain 
Zoe^ e^*'-^ " = lo JVO i''-'^/4-K{2J + l)-V[jj{qx)Yjo{x)] (D.7) 
D.1.2 Transverse Multipoles(A = ±1) 
For A = +1 we have 
e^ ie'9-^ " = . ? ! i'-'^4Tr{2J-l)jj_, 
I J-l 1 J 
0 1 0 
yj,j-i,i 
+.?! i\/in{2j+i)jj r ' ^ "^  I y'jj, 
' o i l 
+ jVoi'+'y/4'K{2J + 3)jj+ii J + l 1 J 
0 1 1 
Using the values of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
yh-,1,1 (D.8) 
J - l 1 J 
0 1 1 
I J + l 
2 ( 2 J - 1 ) ' 
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J 1 J 
0 1 1 
1 , / J + 1 1 .7 
-j= and 
v2 1 0 1 1 
J 
2(2J + 3) 
we obtain 
Cj e ^ = — J > 1 i'^f2M2jTV}[ij{qx)y]n 
+'^Jj^Jj-^Myj,J-iA - '\ljj~jJJ+iMy},j+i,i] (D-9) 
We use the relation 
J 
V X [jj(f)3^jjM] = -i\J jj—^jj+i{r)yj,J+iM 
to get 
(D.IO) 
S .7 1-1 e^ie'^-- = - , t . zV27r(2J+l)[i,(9x)3?j,i + - V x [i,(9a;)3?],J (D.ll) 
Similarly for A = —1 we use the values 
J - 1 1 J 
0 - 1 1 2(2J + 1)' 
J 1 J 
0 - 1 - 1 
and equation(C.14) to get 
1 { J + 1 1 J 
—p= and 
V2 \ 0 - 1 - 1 
J 
2(2J + 3) 
1-i 
e-i^gi?- = _ , ^ , i^y27r(2J + l)H,(9a;)>^7A + - V x [jAqx)^]],] (D.12) 
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Combining the results for A = ±1 leads to the expression 
oo 
(D.13) 
where jj^is the magnetic and jf the electric multipole and A = ±1 . Using 
Eqn.(C.7) and Eqn.(C.13) we can combine them together to write the matrix 
element of fe''-* as < lm'\ie'^-^\lm > in Eqn.(2.90). 
From current conservation, the longitudinal multipole can be expressed 
in terms of the Coulomb multipole.Thus if we denote the expectation value 
of an operator 0 } between angular momentum states as tm'Xm, then it can 
be written as a combination of coulomb, electric and magnetic multipoles 
tm'Xm = ( - l )V27r( l + M ? i'J < lm'\0^j\lm > (D.14) 
where J = y/2J + 1 and 
O^j = SxoCjx + 5\x\i{Ejx + XMjx) (D.15) 
where Cj\, Ej\ and Mjx denote the Coulomb, electric and magnetic multi-
poles respectively 
C!; = I jj{qx)Yjx{x)lo{x)dx (D.16) 
E^ = Uvx [jj{qx)y'jj,{x)].r{x)dx (D.17) 
q J 
M] = j 3j{qx)y]j,{x).l{x)dx (D.18) 
It should be mentioned that using this equation, the multipole expansion of 
a four current operator like / • Je'^'^ {I • J = IQJQ - I- j) can also be written 
94 
as[81]: 
[/oJo - lj\e'''-^ = IOJQ JVO i^-'^j47r{2J +l)jj{qx)Yjo{x) 
+/±i E i'^2n{2J+l)[TjnQ^)yfn + ^V x [jfiqx)yjj,].J 
J > 1 
- 1 ^ , 
-^3 J^o i'-'^47r{2J +l)-V[jj{qx)Yjo{x)].J (D.19) 
where we have denoted the A = 0 component by the subscript 3. 
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